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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option E
B. Option A
C. Option B
D. Option D
E. Option C
Answer: B,C,D
Explanation:
AD: The value for the disk group COMPATIBLE.ASM attribute determines the minimum software
version for an Oracle ASM instance that can use the disk group. This setting also affects the
format of the data structures for the Oracle ASM metadata on the disk.
B: The value for the disk group COMPATIBLE.RDBMS attribute determines the minimum
COMPATIBLE database initialization parameter setting for any database instance that is
allowed to use the disk group. Before advancing the COMPATIBLE.RDBMS attribute, ensure that
the values for the COMPATIBLE initialization parameter for all of the databases that access the
disk group are set to at least the value of the new setting for COMPATIBLE.RDBMS.
For example, if the COMPATIBLE initialization parameters of the databases are set to either 11.1
or 11.2, then COMPATIBLE.RDBMS can be set to any value between 10.1 and 11.1 inclusively.
Not E: /The value for the disk group COMPATIBLE.ADVM attribute determines whether the disk
group can contain Oracle ASM volumes. The value must be set to 11.2 or higher. Before setting
this attribute, the COMPATIBLE.ASM value must be 11.2 or higher. Also, the Oracle ADVM
volume drivers must be loaded in the supported environment.
/ You can create an Oracle ASM Dynamic Volume Manager (Oracle ADVM) volume in a disk
group. The volume device associated with the dynamic volume can then be used to host an
Oracle ACFS file system.
The compatibility parameters COMPATIBLE.ASM and COMPATIBLE.ADVM must be set to 11.2 or
higher for the disk group.
Note:
* The disk group attributes that determine compatibility are COMPATIBLE.ASM,
COMPATIBLE.RDBMS. and COMPATIBLE.ADVM. The COMPATIBLE.ASM and COMPATIBLE.RDBMS
attribute settings determine the minimum Oracle Database software version numbers that a
system can use for Oracle ASM and the database instance types respectively. For example, if the
Oracle ASM compatibility setting is 11.2, and RDBMS compatibility is set to 11.1, then the Oracle
ASM software version must be at least 11.2, and the Oracle Database client software version
must be at least 11.1. The COMPATIBLE.ADVM attribute determines whether the Oracle ASM
Dynamic Volume Manager feature can create an volume in a disk group.

NEW QUESTION: 2
SSIPは最初どのノードにありますか？
A. 最大論理ノード番号
B. 最小論理ノード番号
C. 最低のノードID
D. 最高のノードID
Answer: C
Explanation:
SmartConnectサービスIP（SSIP）は常に、クラスター（ほとんどの場合Node1）の最下位ノード
（利用可能）に常駐します。このIPは、最小ノード番号がオフラインになる（計画/計画外）までノ
ード間を移動しません。

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are developing a ticket reservation system for an airline.
The storage solution for the application must meet the following requirements:
* Ensure at least 99.99% availability and provide low latency.
* Accept reservations even in network outages or other unforeseen failures.
* Process reservations in the exact sequence as reservations are submitted to minimize
overbooking or selling the same seat to multiple travelers.
* Allow simultaneous and out-of-order reservations with a maximum five-second tolerance
window.
You provision a resource group named airlineResourceGroup in in the Azure South-Central US
region.
You need to provision a SQL API Cosmos DB account to support the app.
How should you complete the Azure CLi commands? To answer, select the appropriate options
in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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